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Coronavirus travel setback spreads beyond China  

Flight bookings from Asia Pacific stall by 10.5%, from China by 55.9% 

  

13th February 2020 

According to travel analytics company ForwardKeys, the travel setback caused by the coronavirus outbreak 

has now spread beyond China, with other parts of the Asia Pacific region experiencing a 10.5% slowdown 

in outbound travel bookings for March and April, excluding trips to and from China and Hong Kong. 

As of 9th February, the setback looks likely to be most marked in North East Asia, where outbound 

bookings for March & April, are 17.1% behind where they were at the equivalent moment last year. 

Bookings from South Asia are 11.0% behind; from South East Asia are 8.1% behind and from Oceania 

3.0% behind. 



 

By comparison, the all-important Chinese outbound market is much more severely affected. Currently, 

bookings for March & April are set to be just 55.9% of what they were at the equivalent point in 2019. 

Forward bookings to Asia Pacific are 58.3% behind; bookings to Europe are 36.7% behind, to Africa & the 

Middle East are 56.1% behind and to the Americas are 63.2% behind. 



 

Looking backwards over the three-week period following the imposition of government travel restrictions, 

in response to the coronavirus outbreak, outbound travel from China has fallen by 57.5%. Travel to all parts 

of the world has been severely down, with the Americas worst affected in relative terms and Asia Pacific in 

absolute terms. Travel to Asia Pacific, which receives 75% of the Chinese outbound market, was down by 

58.3%; travel to Europe was down by 41.7%; travel to Africa & the Middle East was down by 51.6% and 

travel to the Americas was down by 64.1%. 



 

Olivier Ponti, VP Insights, ForwardKeys said: “The world’s largest and highest spending outbound travel 

market, China, is in severe difficulty; cancellations are growing by the day and the trend is now spreading 

to surrounding countries. On the brighter side, however, we are not seeing a slowdown in travel outside the 

Asia Pacific region; so, this is a moment to fill the void by studying alternative origin markets and 

focussing promotional efforts on them. We will be monitoring the situation carefully because in a disease 

outbreak like this, travel trends can change quickly; and different markets are likely to respond differently.” 

Ends 

About ForwardKeys 

ForwardKeys helps its clients measure and improve the effectiveness of their marketing & operations; 

anticipate the impact of events; and capitalise on future trends. Its data scientists do so by analysing an 

unparalleled amount of air travel information to produce valuable insights into the profile, behaviour and 

impact of past, present and future travellers. Sources include airline capacity plus over 17m booking 

transactions and 7m flight searches per day. Customers are brands, retailers, duty-free specialists, financial 

institutions, media agencies and travel marketeers worldwide. 

For further information, please contact Sophie Luis, Sophie.Luis@Tarsh.com on +44 (0) 20 7112 8556 or 

David Tarsh, David@Tarsh.com on +44 (0) 20 7602 5262 or visit www.ForwardKeys.com. 
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